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Table 1 
Observational parameters. 

Transition Observation Rest Freq. Integration # of Spectral Beam Project 
date (GHz) Time (s) Antennae Res. (kHz) Size a ID 

CO (6–5) 05 Jun 2012 691.473 236 21 976 0.35 ′′ × 0.28 ′′ 2011.0.00724.S 
CO (2–1) 14 Dec 2013 230.538 157 28 122 1.54 ′′ × 0.77 ′′ 2012.1.00688.S 
CO (3–2) 15 Jun 2014 345.796 157 36 976 0.39 ′′ × 0.34 ′′ 2012.1.00501.S 
CO (2–1) 27 Jun 2015 230.538 157 42 976 0.37 ′′ × 0.32 ′′ 2012.1.00317.S 

Notes: a FWHM of the Gaussian restoring beam. 

Fig. 1. Representative spatial regions for ALMA 2012 (left panel), 2014 (center), and 2015 (right) images of Titan. Titan’s solid body radius is shown as a dashed circle. Solid 
lines trace the top-of-atmosphere (1200 km above the surface) latitudes. Color scale represents weighting given to emission angles for radiative transfer modeling. Beam- 
footprints are placed such that the mean latitude of each region (printed) does not change by more than 5 ° from year to year, while also limiting the flux contribution from 
adjacent regions. Titan’s tilt is also accounted for, which changed by ∼ 12 ° from 2012 to 2015. Weighting contributions are not coadded, as plotted here. The beam FWHM 
corresponding to each extracted spectrum is shown with a dotted ellipse. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article). 
Table 2 
Cassini data. 

Date Titan Latitude Altitude L S 
flyby coverage a range (km) ( °) 

CIRS 
06 Jun 2012 T84 80.0 ° S–72.5 ° N 10 0–30 0 34.05 
02 Feb 2014 T98 90.0 ° S–87.5 ° N 10 0–30 0 53.16 
07 Apr 2014 T100 90.0 ° S–90.0 ° N 10 0–30 0 55.15 
07 Jul 2015 T112 67.5 ° S–72.5 ° N 10 0–30 0 69.17 
Radio occultation science 
26 Mar 2007 T27 69.0 ° S, 52.9 ° N 0–300 329.52 
28 May 2007 T31 74.3 ° S, 74.1 ° N 0–300 331.78 
03 No. 2008 T46 32.4 ° S, – 0–300 350.32 
22 Jun 2009 T57 79.8 ° N, – 0–300 358.29 

Notes: a Latitude coverage for Cassini CIRS nadir measurements are continuous, 
with 2.5 ° latitude bins; radio occultation science latitudes are given for ingress and 
egress observations (near the surface), respectively. 
CDMS databases ( Rothman et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2001 ) 
as in Serigano et al. (2016) , Molter et al. (2016) . We calcu- 
lated collisionally-induced absorption parameters for N 2 , CH 4 , and 
H 2 pairs from the works of Borysow and Frommhold ( 1986a, 
1986b, 1986c, 1987 ), Borysow (1991) , and Borysow and Tang 
(1993) . We then initialized models of Titan’s atmosphere using 
N 2 and CH 4 vertical profiles from Niemann et al. (2010) and 
Teanby et al. (2013) , with a constant CO abundance of 49.6 ppm as 
found by Serigano et al. (2016) , which is in agreement with previ- 
ous CO measurements ( de Kok et al., 2007; Teanby et al., 2010a; 
Gurwell et al., 2011; de Bergh et al., 2012; Teanby et al., 2013; 
Rengel et al., 2014 ). Assuming the CO abundance profile is con- 
stant due to its long photochemical lifetime allows us to fit spectra 
by only varying vertical temperature profiles, as emission lines of 

CO are significantly pressure-broadened in Titan’s atmosphere and 
thus enable temperature retrievals from a wide range of altitudes. 
Temperature retrievals obtained using CO abundances in excess of 
± 20% of the nominal value (49.6 ppm) resulted in poor spectral 
fits or large variations in temperature, as in Serigano et al. (2016) . 
Using a non-uniform CO abundance profile with small variations 
( < 5 ppm), such as that found by Loison et al. (2015) , has little ef- 
fect on spectral fits and retrieved temperature profiles. 

We first model disk-averaged spectra to obtain initial temper- 
ature profiles for each dataset listed in Table 1 . As emission from 
Titan’s extended atmosphere results in significant limb brighten- 
ing, we generated spectral models using 37–44 field-of-view aver- 
aging points (available online from [Dataset] Thelen (2017a ) 3 ), as 
detailed in Appendix A of Teanby et al. (2013) . As a starting point 
for our disk-averaged retrievals, we constructed a priori tempera- 
ture profiles using data constrained by measurements from Cassini 
CIRS and the Huygens probe ( Flasar et al., 2005; Fulchignoni et al., 
2005 ), as in previous ALMA studies of Titan ( Cordiner et al., 2014; 
2015; Serigano et al., 2016; Molter et al., 2016 ). Additionally, we 
also use contemporary disk-averaged CIRS nadir data (similar to 
Achterberg et al. (2014) ), which provide high sensitivity measure- 
ments between 0.1 and 10 mbar. These datasets are detailed in 
Table 2 . Upper atmospheric temperatures ( > 600 km) were held as 
isothermal at 160 K. 

Initial fits of continuum regions in adjacent spectral windows 
were greatly improved by utilizing temperature profiles of Titan’s 
lower atmosphere obtained by Cassini radio occultation science 
( Schinder et al. (2012) ; Table 2 ). While these observations are 
not contemporary with those by ALMA, temperatures near Titan’s 

3 https://doi.org/10.17632/m5pscpthph.1. 
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Fig. 5. ALMA spectra (black) and synthetic spectra generated by the NEMESIS radiative transfer code (red) for spatially resolved datasets from 2012 (a–c), 2014 (d–f), and 
2015 (g–i). Mean latitudes for beam-footprint regions are shown, which correspond to regions in Fig. 1 . Bottom panels show the residual flux as in Fig. 3 . (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. (a) Retrieved temperature profiles for 2012 disk-averaged (black line) and spatial spectra (blue, green, and red) fit by the NEMESIS radiative transfer code shown in 
Figs. 3 and 5 , respectively. The 1- σ error envelope of the disk-averaged retrieval is shown in gray. Temperature profiles are plotted where the CO retrievals are most sensitive, 
as shown in Fig. 4 . (b) Comparison of temperature difference in disk-averaged profiles from 2013 (dash dot), 2014 (solid), and 2015 (dashed) with respect to 2012 from panel 
a. Error envelopes for 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 datasets are shown (green, purple, red, and blue, respectively). (c–e) Variations in spatial profiles for 2014 and 2015 data 
compared to the 2012 profiles from panel a; 2012, 2014, and 2015 error envelopes are shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Although the ability to monitor the Saturn’s moon Titan up close was lost 
at the end of the Cassini mission, recent ground-based observations have 
proven capable to monitor seasonal changes.
• Using the ALMA radio telescope array in Chile (above right), scientists have 

been investigating how Titan’s atmosphere, including gases and haze, 
respond to seasonal changes in sunlight. The capability to make these 
observations will provide continuity to the dataset collected by the Cassini 
mission, which operated in orbit around Saturn for 13 years.

• For the first time, these measurements were used to to make temperature 
maps of Titan from Earth-based data. This lays the ground work for future 
studies with increasingly higher spatial resolution data to determine the 
presence and amount of other gases, and the chemical processes that are 
occurring on Titan to be identified. This ultimately will be used to observe 
seasonal changes on the moon.

• As Titan has been compared to the early Earth, with a chemically reducing, 
hazy atmosphere, studying this moon can provide insight into processes 
that may have taken place in our planet’s history.

Top: The ALMA radio telescope array in Chile is 
composed of 66 antennae.
Above: The blue disk indicates the size of Titan 
(dashed line) plus its atmosphere. The orange 
ovals are the telescope beams.
Left: Spectral lines of carbon monoxide (CO) 
corresponding to the beam positions on the 
center right figure. These are modeled to infer 
atmospheric temperatures.
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